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ETHIOPIA  

ETHIOPIA: CHAMBER LAUNCHES ACADEMY 

 (30.03.2014 – AllAfrica) 

  

The Ethiopian Chamber of Commerce and Sectoral Association (ECCSA) launched the first chamber 

academy with the support of Center for International Private Enterprises (CIPE), a US based 

organisation affiliated with the US Chamber of Commerce. 

The Chamber opened the Academy to strengthen the leadership and management skills, to 

enhance communication, cooperation and networking, to build the institutional Capacity of the 

Ethiopian Chambers, Associations and other membership based organizations through training. 

To build the capacity of the future trainers, 29 Ethiopian experts have been selected and were given 

training by international consultant. 

In order to get inputs on the training topics and materials prepared, 17 participants (from National 

and Regional Chambers & Associations) have participated in the first pilot Training. 
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OIB MOBILIZES 300 MLN BR WITHIN TWO MONTHS FROM ISLAMIC BANKING  
 

(01.04.2014 – Walta Information Center) 

 

In less time than expected Oromia International Bank (OIB) has achieved their six month target of 

meeting the newly introduced  interest-free (Islamic) banking (IFB). 

It has mobilized over 300 million birr under IFB. 

Since December 2013, the pioneer in Ethiopian interest free banking, OIB has mobilized a large 

amount of money.  

Nuri Hussein Indhessa, acting director of the interest free banking department of OIB, told Capital 

that the bank has mobilized over 300 million birr since they introduced the new banking scheme. He 

said that this achievement occurred within two months, while it was targeted to be achieved within 

six months  which will be by the end of June, 2014. 

“We have over 4,000 customers that deposited in one of our Islamic banking programs called 

Amana, and that is way beyond our expectation,” Nuri said. 

According to the department head, 46 branches of OIB are offering Islamic banking and soon 

others will join them bringing the total to 73 by the end of the year. OIB is providing internal 

training to all their staff about Islamic banking (IFB). “We have also external training, as we have 

recruited an international consultant that has a lot of experience with this,” he added. 

According to the acting director, the board is familiar with IFB because it is has a Sharia advisory 

group that has three cleric members. They have established a separate ledger and financial reports, 

keeping all data divided, ensuring segregating of activities from their conventional banking. 

The director further said that the bank is trying to be innovative.  

“In general we have organized nine different workshops covering the entire country to create 

awareness about this unique type of banking”. Two of the workshops including one event 

conducted on Wednesday March 26 at Ghion Hotel were organized in Addis Ababa. By the end of 

the current fiscal year OIB plans to conduct 21 workshops regarding Islamic banking.  

Currently, the bank is working on deposit mobilization and receiving loan requests, while the bank 

under the Islamic banking scheme has dispersed loans for the export sector without any profit. 

“In the future we will start Muarabah deposit that will allow the depositors to earn profit, while 

currently the bank only implemented the Amanah (current) deposit, which will not have profit for 

the depositors” he said. 
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The bank officials stated that the bank has planned to facilitate loan and equity financing based on 

the rules of Islamic banking, which is totally different than the conventional banking scheme. 

According to Abi Sano, President of OIB, the bank will commence financing in the coming fiscal 

year, but until then it will continue to receive proposals for equity financing. 

In Ethiopia interest-free banking has never been practiced despite the fact that it is popular, not 

only in Islamic countries, but in many parts of the world. The state owned giant Commercial Bank 

of Ethiopia also practices Islamic banking.  
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ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES LAUNCHES NONSTOP FLIGHT TO SHANGHAI 

 

(31.03.2014 – AllAfrica) 

  

Addis Ababa — Ethiopian Airlines, one of the fastest growing airlines in Africa, on Saturday 

launched its maiden nonstop flight to Shanghai, China's largest city and commercial hub. 

 

Addressing an inauguration ceremony held here, Tewolde Gebremariam, Chief Executive Office of 

Ethiopian Airlines, said by flying to 80 destinations in five continents in five continents, "we are the 

fastest growing African Airline, the most profitable African Airline and the largest international 

network African Airlines." 

 

Starting Saturday, "we will connect Shanghai with 48 African destinations and Brazil every single 

day. With 28 weekly flights to China, China is the single largest country network in our system," he 

said. 

Xie Xiaoyan, Chinese ambassador to Ethiopia, said with 28 direct flights per week, Ethiopian Airlines 

is the leading airline in Africa, linking the continent and China. 

 

"Now the airline has extended its services to Shanghai, the industrial and financial center in China," 

said the ambassador. 

"I am sure Ethiopian Airlines will continue to serve as a star business in strengthening and further 

expanding the economic ties between our two countries and the friendship between our two 

peoples," Xie said. 

 

Ethiopian Airlines has been operating flights to Beijing, Guangzhou and Hangzhou and Hongkong. 

After Shanghai, the carrier will offer connectivity from five major cities in China to 48 cities in Africa. 
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U.S BASED AVIATION COMPANY TO OPEN OFFICE IN ETHIOPIA 

 

(01.04.2014 – Walta Information Center) 

 

Universal Weather and Aviation Inc. announced it will be opening an office in Ethiopia next month. 

The Houston, U.S. based company provides products and services for general aviation. Its 

customers include owners and operators of business jets. 

“We organized the trip for the recent visit of former president of the U.S. George Bush. He came 

here and traveled around Ethiopia. We have had five trips to Ethiopia with other high level 

customers since January already,” Stanley Joseph, General Manager of Universal Weather and 

Aviation Inc Africa office said. 

The general manager stated that since there are frequent trips being made to Ethiopia by high level 

personnel, it was a natural step to open an office in Ethiopia. 

Universal Weather and Aviation Inc has been in business for the last 50 years and among the 

several trips the company has facilitated for high level clients to Ethiopia include; Condoleezza Rice, 

Pfizer management team and founder of Econet Wireless,  Strive Masiyiwa. 

“Our customers come from all over the world. High level clients use our services when they can just 

use their own jets because they want to remain under the radar for security reasons,” Joseph said. 

The company operates several aircraft including the Gulfstreem which is labeled to be one of the 

most advanced business jets on the market. 

Stanly Joseph also stated that the company signed an agreement with Ethiopian Airlines regarding 

ground support with maintenance services. 

According to Capital, Universal Weather and Aviation Inc is a company with 47 locations in 19 

countries and over 1,700 employees worldwide. 
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ETHIOPIA: FANA BROADCASTING CORPORATE TO BUILD A STUDIO WITH 

BR150 MILLION 

 

(30.03.2014 – AllAfrica) 

   

Fana Broadcasting Corporate plans to start Television Transmission in November 2014, according to 

sources. The media company is building a studio on the eleventh floor of its new building located at 

Tesema Aba Kemaw street. 

 

The Corporate has plans to rent air time from Ethiopia television or other media as its first 

experience in Television. 

 

The total budget for the new project is 150 million Br and the company is announcing tenders for 

the supply and installation of Studio equipments. 

 

Yet the company's bid to get license for television transmission may face some hurdles. Television 

transmission in the country is transforming from analogue to digital and is expected to be finalised 

in three years time, according to sources at the Broadcasting Agency. From now on all equipments 

used in television transmission have to be digital. 

 

Fana Broadcasting Corporate S.Co., the Nation's first commercial National Broadcaster and multi-

lingual Radio Station, used to be a clandestine anti-Dergue voice of before its establishment as 

"Radio Fana S.Co." in 1994. After the fall of the military regime, Radio Fana has been re-organised 

under the ownership of the four Regional Endowments. The major share holders of the company 

are: EFFORT, TIRET, Tumsa and Wondo. 

 

As of January 2011, Radio Fana S.C., grew to Fana Broadcasting Corporate S.Co. FBC's current 

capital is 100 million Br and operates three SW, one MW and 7 FM transmitters Nation-wide. FBC 

employs 450 staff, out of which around 200 are journalists. 
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DJIBOUTI 

DJIBOUTI: EUROPEAN UNION TEAMS PROVIDE FIRE-FIGHTING TRAINING FOR 

DJIBOUTI COAST GUARD AND NAVY 

 

(24.03.2014 – AllAfrica) 

 

On 22nd and 23rd March, ten officers from the Djiboutian Navy and four from the Coast Guard 

participated in a fire-fighting exercise and weapon handling training that were organised jointly by 

staff from the EU Naval Force and the EU capacity building mission, EUCAP Nestor. 

 

The fire-fighting exercise was held on Saturday morning and enabled the Djiboutian officers to put 

into practice some of the theoretical training they had received from the EU teams earlier in the 

day. Fire-fighting is an important skill, particularly in a busy port such as Djibouti, which sees 

hundreds of ships entering the port each week and where valuable goods are brought in and out 

every day. 

 

These exercises, led by experienced trainers, help them to react effectively to emergency situations 

without assistance. EUCAP Nestor will also be providing fire-fighting equipment to both agencies in 

the near future. 

 

On the second day, the officers were divided into small groups consisting of seamen, mechanics 

and gunnery crews, with some being given training in weapon-handling and maintenance. 

 

Commenting on the training given by the European Union teams to the Djiboutian Coast Guard and 

Navy, Commander Jörn-Arne Niemann, who is the EUCAP Nestor maritime advisor to the Djiboutian 

Chief of the Navy stated "Port visits by warships from the EU Naval Force provide an excellent 

opportunity to provide these invaluable exercises. 

Thanks to the outstanding coordination with my counterparts on board French warship FS Siroco, 

and the enthusiasm of the local authorities, we regularly organize exercises that fit into the training 

programme of the Djiboutian Coast Guard and Navy." 

 

Background - EU Naval Force deters, prevents and represses acts of piracy and armed robbery off 

the coast of Somalia. EU Naval Force ships protect World Food Programme vessels delivering aid to  
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Somalia and AMISOM shipping. EU Naval Force ships also contribute to the monitoring of fishing 

activity off the Somali Coast. 

 

EUCAP Nestor is a civilian EU mission under the Common Security and Defence Policy, with 

headquarters in Djibouti. The mission covers 5 countries in the Horn of Africa and the Western 

Indian Ocean (Djibouti, Somalia, Kenya, Tanzania and Seychelles) and is mandated to assist these 

countries to develop a self-sustainable capacity for continued enhancement of the maritime 

security, including counter-piracy and maritime governance. 
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SOUTH SUDAN 

SOUTH SUDAN: UN AGENCIES APPEAL FOR UPKEEP OF REFUGEES 

 

(31.03.2014 – AllAfrica) 

  

Nairobi — THE United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) and World Food Programme 

(WFP) requested for more than US$ 370 million to fund the upkeep of South Sudan refugees in 

Kenya and neighbouring countries. 

The refugees have, apart from Kenya, fled to Ethiopia, Republic of Sudan and Uganda. 

Inside South Sudan, WFP is facing a funding shortfall of $224 million over the next six months, 

while humanitarian partners require a further $42 million for shelter and other non-food items. 

 

Alarmed at the impact of ongoing violence in South Sudan, the heads of the two agencies arrived in 

South Sudan on Monday on a joint trip to meet conflict-affected people and to review the on-going 

response and needs amid a spiralling humanitarian crisis. 

More than 800 000 people have been displaced in South Sudan by the conflict, which flared up last 

December. 

This includes 68 000 people who are sheltering in UN peacekeeping bases. 

A further 254 000 refugees have crossed into neighbouring countries seeking shelter and food. 

Additionally, South Sudan was also hosting some 220 000 refugees from Sudan in camps close to 

conflict areas. 

WFP's Executive Director Ertharin Cousin and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees António 

Guterres will spend two days in South Sudan to meet displaced people, partners and local 

authorities, before crossing over the border to meet some of the more than 80 000 refugees in 

Ethiopia. 

“It is heartbreaking to see that some of the very people who had fled the war two decades ago, 

people we helped to return to South Sudan after independence, are having to flee for their lives 

again, many back to the very same places where they lived in exile,” said Guterres in a statement 

made available in Nairobi. 

Cousin said refugees were in acute need. 
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"Humanitarians require two things: safe access to those in need and the funds to bring in lifesaving 

supplies - food, shelter, vaccines, healthcare and other aid. Several countries have contributed 

generously, but at current levels we are only able to cover a fraction of the needs,” Cousin added. 

 

In the more than 100 days since the start of the conflict more than half a million people have 

received food assistance inside the country but continued conflict, combined with the onset of the 

rainy season has made it difficult to reach many people in need. 

The relief effort has been further hampered by a severe lack of funds. 
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SOUTH SUDAN: GOVT PROCLAIMS RIGHT TO MONITOR UN ACTIVITIES 

 

(31.03.2014 – AllAfrica) 

 

 South Sudan reacted defiantly to a statement by leading western governments calling on the 

government and opposition groups to stop obstructing U.N. operations and harassing U.N. staff in 

the war-torn country, saying the government has the right to monitor the world body's activities on 

its soil. 

 

Foreign Affairs Ministry spokesman Mawien Makol Arik said the government began stopping and 

checking U.N. vehicles only after the discovery early this month of weapons in a U.N. convoy bound 

for Bentiu in Unity state. Arik insisted that his government would continue to check U.N. vehicles. 

 

Arik said, however, that he was unaware of U.N. employees being harassed or U.N. property being 

seized, beyond the weapons that were intercepted. 

 

"The idea now is that we have to see what the U.N. is doing because of these guns that have been 

seized in Rumbek," Arik told VOA. 

"Now, the government is concerned with every activity that the U.N. is doing in terms of loading 

and transporting and all this," the foreign affairs spokesman said. "You know, we said we should be 

able to see them now because we wanted to know exactly what the U.N. is carrying in South 

Sudan." 

 

Arik was reacting to a statement released Friday, in which diplomats from 10 western countries, 

including the United States, plus the European Union protested the obstruction of U.N. operations, 

seizure of property, and threats to U.N. personnel in war-torn South Sudan, among other issues. 

 

Arik insisted that the government wants to have good relations with the U.N., but said trust has to 

be rebuilt first. 

"All we are saying is that there may be some elements within the U.N. that are not doing the work 

they were supposed to be doing," he said. 
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"Our government is cooperating fully with the United Nations Mission in South Sudan and we are 

working hand-in-hand," the foreign affairs official said. 

 

Opposition forces 'surprised' by western nations' statement. 

A spokesman for anti-govenrment forces, Hussein Maar Nyuot, said he was surprised that the 

strongly worded statement also accused the opposition of interfering with U.N. operations. 

 

"We are actually respecting the humanitarian access and humanitarian laws," he said. 

"We want our people to be served by the U.N. agencies and other international agencies," Maar 

Nyuot said. He claimed it was the government, not opposition forces, that was obstructing U.N. and 

aid agency access to areas held by anti-government troops.  

Aid agencies "have to take permission from Juba and Juba does not give them the permission and 

this is obstruction," he said. Maar Nyout said those preventing access to people in need ran 

contrary to the terms of the cessation of hostilities agreement the two sides signed in January. 

 

Relations between the government and U.N. soured when the conflict erupted in mid-December. 

As thousands of people streamed into U.N. bases and compounds, seeking protection from the 

spreading fighting, the government accused UNMISS of sheltering rebels inside its bases. 

In January, tensions rose when UNMISS barred Information Minister Michael Makuei Lueth from the 

U.N. base in Bor. 

UNMISS spokeswoman Ariane Quentier said at the time the minister was refused entry because his 

bodyguards were armed and the U.N. has a strict policy of not allowing weapons into its facilities. 

 

Days after that incident, President Salva Kiir accused the United Nations of seeking to take over 

South Sudan, speculating that UNMISS may have pushed his former vice president and political 

rival, Riek Machar, to rise up against him. Kiir dialed back his accusations a few days later. 

The seizure of the weapons in the U.N. convoy increased tensions and gave "the government a 

strong reason to believe the U.N. is not very neutral," said Zacharia Diing Akol of the Sudd Institute, 

a Juba-based think tank. 

Akol said that the western nations that signed last week's statement "should not expect the 

government to do things in the way they would want them." 

"Both sides are being unreasonable," Akol said. But he said the statement could pave the way for 

broader dialogue between the government, the United Nations and western governments. 
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AFRICA  

EUROPE AND AFRICA – CROCODILES WITH ONE STOMACH 

 

(2.4.2014 – Notiziario Infoafrica) 

 

[Editoriale pubblicato il 31 marzo dal portale 'allAfrica.com' a firma di Damien Helly, ricercatore 

associato presso l'Istituto dell'Unione Europea per gli studi di sicurezza EUISS ed esperto sul 

programma di azione estera dell'UE]  

Two heads, one stomach? This is how a former minister described Africa-Europe relations last 

month, using the West African metaphor of an Adinkra crocodile to say both continents are 

dependent on one another. 

 

As the European Union-African Union summit begins in Brussels on Wednesday, the two continents 

are at a crossroads, raising the question: will the summit breathe a new spirit into the beast and 

bring it new life? Or put another way: will the crocodile swim and run faster or perhaps even fly? 

 

To achieve a coherent partnership, heads of state and government have three opportunities to 

seize in Brussels. 

 

First, there is an opportunity for all states of each continent to appear united in front of another 

global partner. In other words, the summit is an opportunity for leaders of both sides to think 

strategically about their collective continental interests and values. 

 

On the African side, pan-Africanism is a strong force for unity. Of course there are many forms of 

pan-Africanism. Pan-Africanism, no matter whether through the lenses of Nkrumah, Senghor, 

Mandela, Mbeki, Nasser or Gaddafi, is now anchored in a variety of strategic decisions and 

unprecedentedly ambitious continental initiatives in the name of the AU. 

 

Although it is still a young organisation facing challenges, the AU has one single face thanks to the 

strong chairperson of the AU Commission, Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma. It has plans for itself with 

its 2063 agenda, its continental infrastructure programme (PIDA), its agriculture and food strategy 

(CAADP) and its regional integration schemes. However, one also has to recognise that a number of  
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strong African leaders are keen to retain their leading role in handling international affairs and may 

therefore view increased African unity with suspicion. 

 

On the European side, unity is slowly consolidating four years after the Lisbon Treaty, the latest 

treaty ruling the EU, came into force. Yet, while Africa is quite clearly defined by its geography, the 

question of Europe’s borders remains largely open, as demonstrated by the crisis over Ukraine. 

Hence the question arises: can Europe with its numerous faces – the heads of powerful states, the 

President of the European Commission (EC), the High Representative for Foreign Policy and the 

various commissioners for trade or development – be united in front of Africa? 

 

For Africa and Europe, the summit could help each continent reassert its unity as a power bloc in a 

world marked by a shift of power to the East. 

The second opportunity the summit offers is a chance to refresh and possibly upgrade each 

continent’s international strategy. The African Union and the European Union are each now working 

to shape their own distinctive, consistent and sustainable continental positions internationally. They 

have no choice but to do it together on global matters such as economic growth, trade and climate 

change. 

In the last decades, the strategies driving relations between the two continents have become much 

more sophisticated. In the field of peace and security, both sides have worked jointly to make the 

African peace and security architecture (APSA) a reality. Today, the African peace support operation 

in Somalia (AMISOM) and international efforts to consolidate peace in Somalia are clear examples 

of sharpened African and European strategies to address common threats. In the Sahel, the EU and 

the AU have designed tailored regional strategies in coordination with the United Nations, ECOWAS 

and other international organisations dealing with security and development. 

 

Recent stock tacking exercises have demonstrated that both sides are acting more strategically with 

one another in a number of other areas too, such as research, space and satellite and cultural 

cooperation. 

This does not mean that there are no disagreements, but at least each side is becoming clearer 

about what it wants and what it does not want. 

They also are both committed, at least on paper, to strengthen their own continental normative 

frameworks to pursue their fundamental values and principles through a number of treaties (Lisbon  
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Treaty), charters (the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights, the EU Charter of 

Fundamental Rights) and constitutive acts (the AU constitutive act). 

Both sides need to get back to what unites them internally and see if it matches the other 

continent’s interests. 

All the contentious issues currently being discussed on the eve of the summit – homosexual rights, 

Economic Partnership Agreements, declarations on migration, agriculture, implementing structure 

and a document on the way forward – will undermine internal integration efforts on both continents 

if they are not addressed with the unity imperative in mind, and in a strategic and long-term 

perspective. 

The third opportunity the Brussels summit offers to heads of state and government is to seek 

agreement on principles that bring both sides closer: faith in trust-building, peace and security, 

alignment with existing African and European growth strategies, available funding, and, above all, 

commitment to deeper dialogue and concrete action with earmarked funding on sensitive issues. 

 

The implementation of technicalities and day-to-day relations won’t be in the gift of heads of state 

and government, but they are the ones who can set the tone and the mood of the relations for the 

next decade. 

Also, as a high-level official recently said, summits are not an end in themselves, and it would be a 

mistake to try to address all irritants simultaneously. This is not the way diplomacy works, and it 

would surely make the crocodile sick. 
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AUMENTANO I RISPARMI DEI NUOVI CONSUMATORI AFRICANI 

 

(1.4.2014 – Notiziatio Infoafrica) 

 

La maggior parte dei consumatori africani credono in un futuro migliore e allo stesso tempo 

cominciano a risparmiare denaro da poter utilizzare per eventuali emergenze. E’ quanto risulta da 

uno studio condotto dal Boston Consulting Group’s (Bsg’s) intitolato Africa Consumer Sentiment 

Survey, e relativo all’anno 2013. 

 

Gli autori della ricerca hanno evidenziato che in molti paesi africani la percentuale delle persone che 

risparmiano denaro – tra il 32 e il 59% a seconda degli otto paesi presi in esame –  è paragonabile 

a quella degli abitanti delle economie in fase di sviluppo, come il Brasile, la Cina e l’India. 

 

Il Ghana risulta il paese in cui il maggior numero di persone, l’80% degli intervistati, ha dichiarato di 

risparmiare regolarmente il 5% del proprio guadagno. 

Secondo il sondaggio, oltre il 60% degli intervistati ha espresso il desiderio d i poter comprare 

sempre più prodotti nei prossimi 12 mesi, in particolare beni di lunga durata, mentre il 30% si è 

detto soddisfatto di ciò che possiede. 

 

L’Angola sembrerebbe l’unico paese in cui gli intervistati intendono ridurre le proprie spese – tranne 

per l’abbigliamento – mentre al contrario, dal Sudafrica si prevede una crescita degli acquisti 

personali. In Kenya, Egitto, Algeria e Sudafrica, si pensa inoltre ad aumentare la spesa relativa alla 

sanità. [CC] 


